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without a clapper, using a fine brush and gold paint to
write a short quotation as “Snip Quickly,” “Tie Fast.”
Gather the square end up tight and run a narrow casing on
the inside of the bag leaving sufficient space for the ball, run
in a double set of narrow ribbon, and hang a small pair of
scissors at one side. Pull the end of the twine through the
lower end of the bag.

ACORNS.

They may be used in many ways. Gather a quantity and
let them dry, take the nut from the cup and cut the end off
smooth. With a fine awl make a hole through the cup where
the stem was, insert a loop of worsted or silk, glue the ends
inside the cup and glue the nut in; they may now be painted
with gold, silver or copper paint, and they are ready to use
as a fringe on anything. Another pretty way to use them, is
to string a number on each thread and fasten to a mantel
board covered with green or bronze felt.

GRAss JAR.
To hold bunches of grass, buy a large stone jar of pretty
shape, paint it a creamy white, using several coats of paint
and smoothing each coat with finest sand-paper. Take large
sheets of coarse sand-paper and cut from it sprays of flowers
and leaves, of a large size, gild them and then glue them
onto the vase, either in sprays or a border may be formed,
at the top and bottom, either way it will be found very rich
and handsome looking.

MADE OF TISSUE PAPER.

The possibilities of tissue paper seem without end, and
very lovely are the butterfly lamp shades made of it. Cut a
pattern of a large butterfly that shall measure twelve inches
across the top wings; cut this out in thin pasteboard, cutting
out all the inside of the wings, excepting a quarter-inch border
and a small strip for the foundation of the body, thus having a
skeleton frame to stretch the paper on. Select two shades
of tissue paper, blue greens of light shades being very pretty;
crinkle these sheets between the fingers, as for lamp shades,
stretch the darkest across the top wings and paste neatly
over the frame on the wrong side; cover the lower wings in
the same way with the lighter shade. Paint spots and cres
cents of gold paint on the wings. For the body, make a com
pact roll of cotton batting, six inches long and the size of a
clothes pin; cover this with black tissue paper and tie tinsel
around the body at intervals to shape it; put black beads for
eyes and strands of black ostrich feathers for the feelers.
Cover the back with a plain piece of the green paper, and
finish with a loop of fine wire run through the body, and used
to pass round the top of the shade.

LAMPSHADES

Can be made of mostly anything. A very pretty one is of
red tissue paper; it can be made over a frame of bonnet
wire. First of all take a sheet of tissue, make a box plait
an inch deep in the center all the way across, then three side
plaits on either side of the box plait, cut each plait a little
shorter than the last, so as to make a point of the whole.
Five of these are made, and where they are joined put a row
of poppies, and around the top are a row of poppies. This
is a lovely shade.
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TISSUE SHAVING BALLS

Are almost too pretty to use for the purpose for which they
are intended. Cut from seventy-five to one hundred circles
of tissue, either pink or yellow, that shall be the size of a
coffee saucer, take each circle by the center and crimp
slightly between the fingers. String these circles by the
center on a fine wire, having a small loop turned up at the
end to preventthem slipping off. In threading them arrange
them so they will form an evenly-shaped ball; when perfectly
rnund turn the other wire end in a loop through which a nar
row satin ribbon is drawn and tied in a bow to hang it up by.

PRE'I'I‘Y JAPANESE PANELS

Are made by cutting the figure of pasteboard and painting
the face. The dresses are made of tissue of the real “Kemo
na” shape. First take two harmonizing shades of paper and
mark with water colors in strips, dots, blocks, crescents, etc.,
then crush in your hands till it looks like crape. Dress with
these, allowing the brightest sheet for the lining, to show in
the big sleeves and collar and sash. These ornament door
panels prettily, and are little trouble to make.

soAP BUBBLES.
All boys and girls like to make soap bubbles, but few know
how to make those that will last for an hour if left undis
turbed. To make them, take palm-oil soap and shave finely,
then put the shavings in a large bottle of distilled water, and
shake until dissolved. Filter this through a piece of gray
filtering paper, fold the paper in crimps so that it will fit into
a funnel. When the solution is filtered add about one-third
as much glycerine as you have solution. Always shake well
before using. These bubbles must be blown through a rubber
tube fitted on the tube of a small glass funnel with a rim two
inches in diameter. To have the bubbles last a long time
blow them into iron rings laid on a piece of carpet and wet
with the solution. One of these outfits make a most accept
able gift.

TO MAKE A JAcoB’s LADDER.

Make a strip of paper about twenty-four inches long and
two and a half inches wide, having the edges perfectly even,
lay them on the table and begin by doubling over an eighth
of an inch, three times and very tightly, at one end, then roll
the strip up very evenly into a tube being careful not to roll
too tightly. Hold it firmly and make two cuts crosswise in
the center, one-quarter inch apart, cutting half way through
the tube, and being careful not to cut into the little double
fold in the middle. Double the roll back from the cuts until
the two ends lay together, then cut the little roll in the center,
at right angles with the former cuts. Lay the fringe back,

press the roll carefully until it is round and perfect, then
catch hold of the little double in the center and pull it out
with the point of a knife, taking care not to break it

,
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keeping the two ends back, pull as far back as possible, and
the result will surprise you.

A TOY STABLE.

For the last three years there has been on exhibition at
Wanamaker’s, at Christmas time, a stable that has caused
many a boy's heart to ache. As the modest price asked for it

is fifty dollars, there are not many boys who can possess a

duplicate. Very handsome ones can be made at home and at
small expense, as the writer has proved. Take a soap box,
paint it red on the outside, first having made a pointed roof
with four sides, and a little door cut in the front and fastened
with leather hinges. Of course the box must be placed on
one of the long ends with the opening facing you. If you
wish to have it very nice “line ” the red paint with white, to
imitate bricks. If you can procure a box with a sliding cover

it will make admirable sliding doorsfor the front by cutting

it in the center. Next procure some empty cigar boxes of
different sizes. The stable should be divided into three sec
tions by two strips of wood about six inches high, and round
ing down to about two inches at the outer end; finish these
ends (after gluing them to the floor) with clothes-pins cut
down to three inches, these represent the posts. To finish it

paper the walls neatly and paper the floors of the middle and
last section with diamond shaped pieces of glazed paper,
black and white, to represent marble floors. The first sec
tion divide into two stalls, and use tiny boxes for the man
gers, with a little wire basket cut in two and nailed above for
hay racks. In the middle section place two of the tiny bar
rels candy come in, and finish the furnishing with a rake,
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